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Interrow Cultivator  -   
and grain drill 
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CMN interrow cleaner     Agromek new 2022 - can as the only 
one now offer the patent pending automatic depth regulation system.  
 
The system is sensor-based, it works electrically and hydraulically and is 
operated by a screen from the tractor. With this system avoids, soil 
covering of plants when hoing ,the system will always ensure the correct 
working depth of the shares when working in the ground. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 

CMN C-tooth    new for Agromek 
2022 
As something completely new, CMN C 
tooth has been developed for season 
2023. The tooth is very special in stylish 
and in the adjustable suspension at the 
same time, it is rigid sideways. As 
something completely new, you can also 
set the insert angle, which provides great 
flexibility when cleaning large and small 
plants. 
             

    Agromek Europa new 2022 
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A CMN interrow cleaner handles both 
the easy and difficult tasks when 
cleaning row crops.  
 
It is now possible to mount all 
machines with auto control unit or 
front mounting frame, which means 
that the machine is easier to control - 
even at high speed. 
 
If cover crops are to be sown, we can 
mount the machine with a CMN 
pneumatic seeder.  
 
 
 
The horizontal goosefoot cause a 
significantly smaller incentive for new 
weed seeds to germinate after 
cleaning, because full cutting can be 
achieved.  
 
When using after harrows, a control 
of the weeds between the plants is 
ensured.  
The individual parallelograms can be 
placed stepless on the mainframe in 
relation to the selected row spacing. 
 
 
If CMN interrow cleaner is used for 
grains at 25 cm. row spacing, 3 rows 
of grain are divided for each 
parallelogram. 
For the intersection between the 
rows, wide schare can be used. 
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            Steering Frame 

The CMN Steering Frame is 
designed to mount between 
the tractor and the 
implement.  

The steering frame can be 
controlled by a camera – the 
tractor's GPS or directly from 
the tractor's hydraulic outlet.  

             

The CMN  steering frame is 
standard cat. 3 lift and this 
fits standard on the 
implement.  

The frame has 25 cm side 
shift to each side  
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  Interrow Cultivator 
 

 
Specifications and options.  
 
✔ Working width: 3-4-6-9 m. 
✔ Camera auto steering  
✔ Side shift frame  
✔ C-tooth    Agromek news 2022  
✔ Automatic depth regulation     Agromek news 2022 
✔ Electric / hydraulic section lift  
✔ Front mount  
✔ Rear mount  
✔ Row spacing from 15 cm.  
✔ Parallel suspended sections  
✔ Screen plates  
✔ Roller inserts  
✔ Spring-loaded finger harrows  
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